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WHAT IS DATA MANAGEMENT ABOUT?
WHAT PROCESSES ARE WE SUPPORTING?
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What can this tell us?
• What may seem a simple set of processes isn’t

• There are diverse pathways through
• Different policy & process dependent on context
• But there are some common themes…
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Questions
• What needs to be covered in each course?
– a basic grounding on everything?
– a subset for certain roles?
– more specific content based on specialism?

• Is the focus on learning about researchers’ workflows or
librarians’ support roles?
• How does the content for taught LIS students differ to that
for practising professionals?
• Could talk of openness alienate some researchers and
hamper general messages about the value of RDM?

Thank you – any
questions?
DCC guidance, tools and case studies:
www.dcc.ac.uk/resources
Follow us on twitter:
@digitalcuration and #ukdcc

